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Abstract

Cholangiocarcinoma is a common hepatobiliary carcinoma in Thailand. It is believed that both chronic exposure to liver fluke infestation and nitrosamine exposure are the two main underlying factors leading to the carcinogenesis. Here, the author further extrapolates and proposes a new hypothesis based on the environmental ecological data that the stimulation of fresh water fish by contaminated pesticide in water reservoirs might be a possible background of the high prevalence of cholangiocarcinoma in Thailand.
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Introduction

Cholangiocarcinoma is a common hepatobiliary carcinoma in Thailand (Sripa and Pairojkul, 2008). This cancer usually manifests as a severe jaundice disease. Unluckily, the patients usually develop silent progression of tumor for a long time before the finalized severe hyperbilirubinemia due to obstruction of the biliary tract. The exact pathogenesis of this cancer is still controversial. Similar to other cancers, both environmental and genetic factors are mentioned to play roles. It is believed that both chronic liver fluke infestation and nitrosamine exposure are the two main underlying factors leading to the carcinogenesis.

In Thailand, the local people in northern and northeastern regions have a common problematic behavior, eating raw or uncooked fresh water fish (Sripa et al., 2007; Kaewpitoon et al., 2008a; 2008b). This is the main cause of getting liver fluke infestation. Focusing on the liver fluke life cycle, the infective stage metacercariae of liver fluke lives in the small fresh water fish in cyprinoid group and the infectious larvae will enter into the human who ingests uncooked fish. After entering into the human body, the parasite will move to chronic settle down in the biliary tract and cause chronic irritation. In addition to the parasite, many Thai local dishes are poorly prepared and contaminated with a well known carcinogen, nitrosamine (Hummel et al., 2008; Mitacek et al., 2008). The nitrosamine is confirmed for its carcinogenicity in the hepatic system. Therefore, in the local Thai people in rural areas, exposure to both liver fluke and nitrosamine can contribute to the carcinogenesis (Pairojkul et al., 1991; Srivatanakul et al., 1991a; 1991b).

However, there is still a question on the carcinogenesis process of cholangiocarcinoma. Liver fluke, itself, is not a carcinogen and not all Thai local dishes add nitrosamine ingredient. Also, why the problem has just emerged for few decades is still unexplained. Therefore, it is still questionable whether there are any other sources of nitrosamine in the present day. Here, the author further extrapolates and proposes for a new hypothesis based on the environmental ecological data that the stimulation of fresh water fish by contaminated pesticide in water reservoirs.

Environmental Ecological Considerations

It is accepted that the concept of cancer prevention in the present day extends from the limited human beings focus to biome focus. Human and his/her environment must be concerned. Many pollutants can facilitate the carcinogenesis process. The author firstly hypothesized that there might be a possible additional source of nitrosamine in the system of carcinogenesis for cholangiocarcinoma. There might be a naturally contaminated nitrosamine in the fish before getting parasitic infestation or eaten by human beings. This is according to the principle of accumulation of toxic substance in food chain.

Of interest, there are many recent publications reporting on the high nitrogen species in the water reservoirs (Konda and Pásztor, 2001; Rabalai, 2002; Pilati et al., 2009). This is confirmed for the correlation to the contaminated pesticide in the water reservoirs (Gardner et al., 1998; Gammon et al., 2005). Also, the fresh water fish which live in those problematic reservoirs are exposed to nitrogen species including nitrosamine and accumulate in their flesh. There are reports that fresh water fish...
chronically expose to nitrosamine can develop cholangiocarcinoma (Bailey et al., 1994; Diekmann et al., 2004). However, in real situation, the fresh water fish do not live for a long time because they are usually caught for eating by human beings.

**Implications for Cancer Prevention**

It can hereby be seen that there might be a complex chain of problems leading to the finalized problem of cholangiocarcinoma. At present, the campaign of “no eating of raw fresh water fish” is in use and effective in cancer prevention. This is also accompanied with screening for liver fluke infestation and prompt treatment. However, this might not be sufficient. Additional campaigns to avoid using nitrosamine additive in local foods are also needed. Nevertheless, it should also be noted that there is a need to extend the interest to the environmental problem, the excessive usage of pesticide and contamination of the pesticide into the water reservoir since these activities might lead to the accumulation of natural nitrosamine in fresh water fish which might be a big problem for eating.

The author hereby would like to summarize for the necessary point for control and prevention of cholangiocarcinoma as the followings:

1. Control of usage of nitrosamine additive in food
2. Promotion for no eating of raw fresh water fish
3. Regular stool test for liver fluke infestation and antiparasitic drug distribution
5. Surveillance on the naturally contaminated nitrosamine in fresh water fish

The author hereby discusses and presents on an environmental-human beings model for explaining the problem of an infamous cancer in Thailand, cholangiocarcinoma. It can be seen that there might be a forgotten problem of pesticide usage that can induce accumulation of nitrosamine in fresh water fish.
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